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1871.Q: How to create a filter in TPL
that accepts a list of string and return
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parameter that is a list of strings and
return the length of this list. If I write:
public int count(List arguments) I can
get as well arguments.Count() I know I
can create a : public int count(string[]
arguments) However, I want to pass a
list (as a parameter of a method). I'm
not able to understand how to make a

generic method work with this. Is it
possible? I want the count method to

accept either a string[] or a List.
Update I do know how to add a filter if
I take a list of strings, but not with a

List as a parameter. Is it even
possible? A: If you absolutely need a
generic method then you can write

something like this public int
count(List arguments) {
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Kodansha ComicsQ: I tried to
instantiate a class with the new

operator, but it does not work I tried
to instantiate a class with the new
operator, but it does not work. So,
here is what I do: class Car : public

Base { virtual void printCar(); } class
PowerCar : public Car { virtual void
printCar(); } void main() { Car *car;

car = new PowerCar; car->printCar();
} I got the error: error C2079:

'PowerCar::printCar' uses undefined
struct/union 'Base', which is

undefined. Why can't I instantiate a
class using the new operator? A: The
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problem is that you defined a new
function in PowerCar for a virtual

function you didn't actually define.
You need to define printCar, or call a
function that did define the virtual
function. For example: class Car :

public Base { virtual void printCar(); }
class PowerCar : public Car { void
printCar() override; } void main() {

Car *car; car = new PowerCar;
car->printCar(); } or, if you prefer
lambdas: class Car : public Base {

virtual void printCar(); } class
PowerCar :
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